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Dear UAGC 
Community 
Welcome back from a beautiful 
summer for the 2014-15 school year. 
As we go into our sixth year, I'd like 
to take this opportunity to share 
with you the exciting new changes at 
The Urban Assembly School for 
Green Careers.  We had a very 
successful hiring season in which we 
brought in nine new teachers, 
transformed two departments, and 
saw the exciting promotion of two 
veteran staff members.  

After working as a substitute teacher 
throughout the 2013-14 school year, 
Ashley Mirabile officially joins our 
team as an English teacher.  Jeannie Zonneveld joins our English 
Department; she will cover while Kate Louis is on maternity leave. 
Matthew Mazauskas joins our Social Studies Department as a 
Global History teacher. Rafael Espaillat and Christina Lammon are 
new to our Special Education Department. Chris Bohl and Chris 
Cubelo join our Science team, and Jim Lane and Chris Sedita are 
new additions to our Career and Technical Education (CTE) 
Department. 

The hiring season enabled us to transform and advance both our 
Science and CTE Departments. We have replaced Environmental 
Science with Earth Science (Chris Cubelo), and replaced Chemistry 
with Physics (Chris Bohl). These two new courses will further 
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Mazauskas, Jeannie 
Zonneveld, Maddie Sage-el, 
Eli Cruz, Ashley Mirabile, 
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(not pictured: Chris Cubelo)
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ground and contextualize our CTE Department's Horticulture and 
Sustainable Building programs in scientific theory. Additionally, 
hiring Jim Lane and Chris Sedita, further pushes our Sustainable 
Building program into the 21st Century. Both Jim  and Chris 
joined our team directly from long careers in the Building Science 
industry. Aligned to the mission of our school, their classes will 
not be based on a 20th Century woodshop model. Rather, their 
students will learn the fundamentals of thermodynamics, heat, 
mositure and energy, as well skills and concepts related to the 
fields of construction, architecture and engineering.  

Finally, and equally exciting, is the promotion of Elisaul Cruz and 
Madeliene Sage-el. Both Eli and Maddie are the last two members 
from the initial staff of UAGC. This summer, Eli, our founding 
dean, began the New York City Teaching Fellows program, and 
returns to our school as a Special Education teacher. Maddie, our 
founding Special Education teacher, finished her leadership 
training program (LEAP) in June 2014, and returns to join 
Principal Kerry Decker and Assistant Principal Luke Janka as an 
additional Assistant Principal. 

Experiential Education  
UAGC is committed to fighting summer learning loss, and 
expanding students' opportunities through robust summer 
internships.  This summer, UAGC students interned in programs 
connected to both our horticulture or sustainable building 
pathways, including: LEAF, Turner Construction, The US Forest 
Service, National Hispanic Environmental Institute, Schneider 
Electric, Jacob's Pickles, Wave Hill Garden Forest Project, Van 
Cortlandt Park Conservancy, GreenLife Roosevelt Park, and The 
Central Park Conservancy. Our students clocked more than 3600 
hours, and earned more than $20,000 in stipends or hourly 
salaries while surveying and removing invasive species, 
constructing new hiking trails, restoring disturbed woodland 
paths, bolstering erosion controls, assisting on construction 
project proposals, budgets, and operations in the Bronx, 
Manhattan, Staten Island and the Florida Everglades.   

Demonstrating Significant Learning Gains 
The 2013-14 school year yielded an incredible increase in our students' overall academic performance 
on their  New York State Regents exams and graduation requirements. Through the combined efforts 
of our visionary and supportive school leadership, our teachers' coherent and more consistently 
effective classroom instruction, and our students' hardwork and persistence, students' test scores 
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What's "Building 
Science," you ask?

Senior Stephany Castillo 
(far right) surveys burn 
damage with her field crew  
during her LEAF internship 
in the Florida Everglades. 

Building Science is a field 
of scientific knowledge and 
e x p e r i e n c e w i t h i n 
architecture, engineering 
and construction that is 
concerned with building 
p e r f o r m a n c e : e n e r g y 
e f f i c i e n c y a n d 
c o n s u m p t i o n , h u m a n 
comfort, and a building's 
response to weather , 
specifically heat, moisture 
and air transfer.  
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improved significantly--in two fields by over 100%!--in one school year. An additional net gain: an 
increased graduation rate by 10% over our first graduating class from the previous school year.  

Quality Review Acknowledges UAGC Successes  
In March 2014, Superintendent Anthony Lodico spent two full days at UAGC to perform our School 
Quality Review. During that time, Superintendent Lodico met with and interviewed two panels of 
teachers, two panels of students, and a parent panel. He observed 14 classrooms with Principal 
Decker and AP Janka, and had several long conversations with Principal Decker and AP Janka about 
their vision for the school, and their efforts to make significant and sustainable reforms and 
improvements to school structures, classroom instruction, and student learning outcomes.  

In his final evaluation, Superintendent Lodic rated UAGC as proficient, which is a holistic score of 3 
out of 4 on the review rubric.  

Here are a few highlights from his commendations: 

1. School leaders and teachers align curricula to the Common Core Learning Standards and 
content standards to foster cognitive learning. 

2. School leaders and teachers use data to monitor students' progress and provide actionable 
feedback, thus increasing learning for all students. 

3. School leaders established a system of providing meaningful feedback and targeted 
professional development to nurture teachers' professional growth. 

4. Structured teacher teams across grades and content areas promote teachers' capacity to 
support students' academic progress and goals. 

You can find the entire report to read online at: http://schools.nyc.gov/SchoolPortals/03/M402/
AboutUs/Statistics/default.htm.  

Regents Exam June 2013 Results June 2014 Results

English 26.6% scored 65+ 63.8% scored 65+

(89.5% scored 65+ Jan '14)

Algebra 43.4% scored 65+ 53.4% scored 65+

Living Environment 26.8% scored 65+ 54.5% scored 65+
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